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P. 1614 line 25, ‘‘
Q T J∆AR−12 ≤ ε |Q T |C |A||R−1|2 ≤ ε |Q T |C ||Q1||R|||R−1|2 ≤ εηcond2(R)’’ should be
‘‘
Q T J∆AR−1F ≤ ε |Q T |C |A||R−1|F ≤ ε |Q T |C ||Q1||R|||R−1|F ≤ εηcond2(R)’’.
P.1616, line 16, i.e., inequality (6.1), ‘‘
Q T J∆AR−12’’ should be ‘‘Q T J∆AR−1F ’’.
P.1617, line 4, ‘‘2
Q T J∆AR−12’’ should be ‘‘2 Q T J∆AR−1F ’’.
P.1617, line 4, ‘‘
Q T J∆AR−122’’ should be ‘‘Q T J∆AR−12F ’’.
P. 1619 line 2, ‘‘2
√
2+ 2’’ should be ‘‘2+√2’’.
P. 1619 line 16, ‘‘Js’’ should be ‘‘J ’’.
In Section 6, the symbol ‘‘ζ ’’ in expressions should be ‘‘ς ’’.
The authors apologize for these mistakes.
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